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A young bride who experienced a great tragedy, a doctor who wants a family, and dangerous times that threaten toA young bride who experienced a great tragedy, a doctor who wants a family, and dangerous times that threaten to

thwart their happiness…thwart their happiness…

Emily lives a happy, peaceful life together with her parents and three younger sisters. But then tragedy strikes: their

house burns down and Emily’s parents die. 

The sisters soon become a burden to their family and money runs out. In a moment of despair, and out of options,

Emily agrees to become a mail order bride for a doctor in the west.

Geoffrey has only one passion: being a doctor and helping people. Although he is content with his life, one thing is

missing: a wife and a family to call his own. When his cousin offers to arrange a bride for him, he agrees.

The handsome, quiet doctor and his young, naive bride slowly get used to each other and start to care for each other. 

But when Emily finds out that her sisters are in a dire situation, she has to make a decision that brings her in danger

as well. 

The doctor may be the only one to save her.

Will Emily and her doctor have their happy ending, and find the love and safe home they so deserve?
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